YOUR DATA IS YOUR BUSINESS.

Did you know...

60% of backups are incomplete1

50% of restores fail1
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24/7 monitoring and management of NetBackup™ environment

Guaranteed service levels, backup success and critical restore response time

An assigned Service Delivery Manager oversees the provision of:

Proactive monitoring and management of your NetBackup environment
Access to world-class NetBackup experts
Full transparency to help verify the security of your data
Best practices based on deep and wide industry experience
Excellent backup success rates
Rapid issue response times

An airline corporation went from
improved backup success rates from 70% to 99% success rate

An active campaign went from 70% to 99% success rate

A tech manufacturing company
improved backup success rates from 85% to 99.8%

95% of respondents from companies with less than 1,000 employees see an IT talent shortage in important technology areas7

73% of respondents from companies with less than 1,000 employees say IT resources on tasks that add little to no value to the business8

“Despite evolving requirements and technology, many organizations are attempting to make outdated models fit their new environment. In reality, the pieces just don’t fit … with the advanced and constant flow of data businesses are tasked with protecting today.”3

PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS.
PROTECT YOUR DATA.
PROTECT YOUR REPUTATION.

Learn more about Veritas Managed Backup Services

"Lose your data, lose your business."